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We provide cross-functional solutions with offerings that span an integrated set 
of technical domains. By working between the business and IT, we can facilitate 

alignment, reduce functional silos, and focus on business objectives.

The Premier Enabler of Digital BusinessThe Premier Enabler of Digital Business

How our approach works for your organization
When it comes to enterprise integration services, putting the 
customer first is not enough. Beyond simply adhering to a process, 
EVOTEK meets a greater challenge: following a build-out process 
while being operationally flexible enough to meet the customer in 
their current flow. 

The EVOTEK process is designed to do just that—to meet you 
where you are, on any build, and at any stage of development. We 
aren’t limited by ideas of where your company should be to work 
on your project. Regardless of your current development stage, we 
can provide the guidance and next steps that will help you move 
forward and avoid development pitfalls.

Meeting the customer where they are...
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Strategic Sourcing  
Optimizing the cost of technology 
acquisition

Advisory Services   
 Multi-Time Executive Practitioners providing 
oversight, mentorship, and expert execution

Technology Solutions    
Experienced practitioners providing well 

architected and engineered solutions

Mapping the Link between Technical Infrastructure 
and Business Architecture

Equipped to drive results
Our architects and engineers are uniquely equipped to enable 
customers while driving business results. Our approach aligns the 
organization by encouraging cross-team engagement between the 
business, technology, regulation, and others. 

We then recommend offerings that span an integrated set 
of technical domains. This level of stakeholder visibility plus 
integrated technical domains reduces siloed activity, toolsets and 
shadow IT, and improves resource utilization and efficiency.

Advisory to Execution 
By taking the time to understand your business, we create a 
bridge between the business and technical execution. The result 
is fewer errors, a lower total cost of ownership, and a more 
successful development project.
 
A clear path to integration
Whether you need to begin with a Program Assessment or a 
Strategic Roadmap, we provide the rapid and efficient execution 
required to compete in today’s transformation climate.

•

•  

•
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Transform your Network and Deliver Reliability

Experience Driven Transformation
Whether you are supporting your employees, guests, fans, 
crowds, students, faculty, patients or shoppers, technology has 
changed how we consume. Expectations of speed and 
reliability in our hyper-connected era is higher than ever. 

Our team of seasoned Networking engineers and architects 
can help you navigate these hurdles and keep up with the 
ever-changing networking technology landscape.

We can help.
Users expect to interact with organizations and consume 
services on their terms. Our team of mobility engineers can 
custom design high-performing Wi-Fi networks to deliver 
world-class user experiences.

Network Offerings
Network Planning, Design, and Operations
Network Automation
Network Assessments
Network Architecture as a Service
Network Security Assessment
Network Traffic Analysis and Monitoring
Improved Business Results
Accelerated Adoption
Predictive Modeling
Site Surveys
Mobile Infrastructure
Mobile-First Access Switching & SD-WAN
Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)
Micro/Macro Network Segmentation User Experience
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Experience Counts. Methodology Matters.
Our methodology was developed by our team of experienced 
cybersecurity leaders, based on their years in the trenches,  
implementing world-class security programs. 

This methodology leverages existing resources, tools, and  
processes wherever possible and identifies other areas that 
have opportunities for modernization.

Security Offerings
Security Program Assessment
Ransomware Assessment
Readiness Assessments & Advisory
Executive Advisory Services
vCISO Services
NIST CSF/RMF/800-53
ISO 27001/2
GDPR
CCPA
SOC 2
HITRUST  
Platform Security Assessment
Security Tools Evaluation
Pen-Testing
MSSP & SOC Services
MDR
Reactive IR Services
Identity & Access Management
Data Loss Prevention
Incident Response
Threat Intelligence
Vulnerability Management
Security Tool Rationalization
Security Architecture as a Service
Well-Architected Cloud Security

Strengthen Your Security Posture in a Constantly 
Changing Threat Landscape
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Modernize your Data Center

Any Architecture, Any Vendor, Any Challenge
After years of deploying custom hardware and static  
operational models, traditional data centers carry enormous 
technical debt. Innovation and automation must be at the 
heart of a next-generation data center.

We've been there.
EVOTEK’s Data Center practice offers expertise in architecture, 
design, and deployment of environments based on workload 
demand. With the movement towards software defined, auto-
mation and orchestration must be key.

Data Center Offerings
Enterprise Network
Assess, Design, Implement, Validate
Network Security
Network Automation
Software Defined Networking
Enterprise Storage
Architecture & Design
Storage Automation
Tiered Storage
Software Defined Storage
Enterprise Compute
Converged, hyper-converged systems
Embedded Security
Server Automation
Software Defined
AI/ML Platforms
HPC Clusters
Enterprise Data Protection
Architecture & Design
Next-generation Data Protection
Archiving
Disaster Recovery
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Scale your Cloud Infrastructure with a 
focus on Performance and Security

Delivering at the Speed of Digital
Your organization is a strategic asset to your customers. The 
platforms (infrastructure, software, data, security, policy, and 
pipelines) you invest in to deliver your value are critical in 
gaining a competitive edge. EVOTEK’s differentiated approach, 
talent, and experience come together to engineer platforms 
that are scalable, leverage delivery in any model, and provide 
immediate value.

Cloud Offerings
Cloud Strategy Enablement
Cloud Readiness Assessment
Multi/Hybrid Cloud Design
CI/CD Integration
Infrastructure-as-Code
Secure-by-Design
Embedded Application Security
Policy/Compliance-as-Code
Compliant Cloud Design (HIPAA, CMMC, PCI-DSS)
Security Architectural Assessments
Containerization and Platform Modernization
Ephemeral Workload Management
Container Adoption Planning
Kubernetes Configuration and Deployment
CI/CD Pipeline & Automation
Full Stack Automation – Build, Test, Deploy
Immutable Deployment Design
Site Reliability Engineering
Tools Rationalization, Implementation, and Optimization
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Communications
Reimagine how you communicate  

Cultivate greatness and optimize collaboration  
Whether you're searching for the perfect solution to a friction-
less customer journey or progressing communications inter-
nally, EVOTEK's experts can help. We negotiate the best rate 
and manage the project lifecycle. Unified Communications as a 
Service is at your fingertips.

Finding a Signal Through the Noise 
Don't let the noise of multiple vendors keep you from imple-
menting the right solutions for your business and technology 
needs. We can be your advocate.
 

Communication Focuses 
VOICE: Our teams work together to provide an unparalleled 
network of leading industry suppliers. 

CONTACT CENTER: Customers can communicate with clients 
24/7, any time, anywhere through their channel of choice. We 
know how to make this radically convenient for you. 

COLLABORATION: There are new ways to better facilitate 
and optimize group work to engage internally and externally. 
Whether it's in-office or remote, we can find the right tools for 
your work environment.  

VIDEO: Finding the right solution to enable flexible video con-
ferencing throughout your organization is no easy task. EVOTEK 
simplifies the process. 

CONNECTIVITY:  EVOTEK can help you understand the appli-
cations currently in use and how your users consume them. 
From there, we can design a network that maximizes utiliza-
tion and performance.
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Viewing the Future of IT - EVOTEK Labs

The Emerging Tech Challenge
As an IT leader, the challenge of creating the future falls on 
your shoulders now more than ever. Endless tactical  
urgencies give you little time to think strategically.  
 
How can you sort through the barrage of new technologies and 
separate truth from hype? These issues are frustrating. That’s 
why we built EVOTEK Labs.  
 
We enable your team to map out an emerging tech  
strategy that focuses on today’s needs with an eye on  
tomorrow’s opportunities. 

We’ll spot and evaluate new solutions that mainstream  
offerings can’t solve through Emerging Tech Forecasts, Labs 
Advisory Services, and Emerging Tech access.

Stop facing tomorrow’s challenges with yesterday’s  
solutions—start creating your future with EVOTEK Labs.

 Focused on emerging tech insight 
     – “where the puck is going”
 
 Working with the world’s top research firms,  
  academia, and early-stage start-ups
 
 Partnered with 20 leading venture 
    capital firms
 
 Forecasting, Access, and Advisory for   
   the IT landscape
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